
ABBEY ST BATHAN’S, BONKYL AND PRESTON 

COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting held at Preston Village Hall 

25/02/16 at 7.30 pm 
 

Ref Present: D. Morrison (chair), V Kerr, T Kerr, Cllr D Moffat, P. Chandler, J 

Dobie, W Reid, V Dobie, E Lipscombe, B Laidlaw, J Wilson-Smith,  

Visitors: Steve Jack, Robert Thompson, Patrick Keenan, Martin Sweeney 

Action 

1. Apologies:  Cllr. F. Renton, Cllr J Greenwell, G Walker, J Robson  

2. Guest speakers were National Toll Roads (NTR) representatives Robert 

Thompson and Martin Sweeny, and Quixwood site manager Patrick Keenan. 

Robert Thompson is the first point of contact and he would prefer 

communication to be through a single member of the CC. The NTR plc has 

developed through several businesses and from the middle of 2015 has been 

constructing wind farms. So far NTR has completed three in Ireland and there 

are several in the pipeline after Quixwood. Work has already begun on 

fencing and changes to forestry. Plant will start to be delivered next week. 

The access route will follow the A6112 and then onto the C102 up to the site 

entrance. No traffic restrictions are expected for this stage of the development 

but some may be necessary later due to the poor condition of some roads and 

the presence of some small walls along the edges of the road. Discussions 

with the SBC are currently taking place with regard to upgrading, widening 

and resurfacing roads prior to subcontractors bringing in the turbines. The 

necessity of good, clear communication about road closures was emphasised. 

It was suggested that each household be told of closures individually and WR 

agreed to provide PK with an address list for this purpose. PK highlighted 

that there would be a requirement for rented accommodation for site workers 

both now and in August.  

Quixwood plc are happy with the community action plan and the way the 

Community fund is being handled. They have no restrictions about how 

money is used, only that the money is used properly and spending is 

transparent. It might be useful to have a joint meeting with Grantshouse CC to 

clarify how this can be done effectively. WR explained that PACT is 

currently awaiting registration by the Charity regulator before the next steps 

can be taken i.e. opening a bank account. Meanwhile preparatory work is 

being done on the three main projects: Abbey St Bathans village hall, 

broadband provision, Preston play park. PK also explained the charitable 

donations already made by Penmanshiel and those predicted by Quixwood. 

The company contribute to a charitable fund according to 'safe days' on site 

and this encourages staff to consider health and safety first. Members of the 

public and site workers can nominate recipients by contacting Robert 

Thompson. Grants come directly from R J McLeod with a minimum of red 

tape. The first Dunglass Brownies at Cockburnspath have recently been 

established and have been awarded the cheque from the previous month.   

 

Steve Jack outlined plans for a project to provide financial support for school 

trips to those working families unable to afford the cost. There would also be 

money made available to especially talented children who, because of the 

costs involved, are unable to access specialist teaching. SJ began by giving 

apologies from Duns Head Teacher (HT) Leanne Stewart. Although some 

parents choose not to pay for trips because they think the council should fund 

educational visits, there are a number of others who cannot pay because of 

financial hardship. Previous sources of grants, for example The Hardship 

Fund, may no longer be appropriate and using the capital budget (at the HTs 
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discretion) is not sustainable. Also some families were reluctant to apply for 

financial help from these sources. SJ has agreed to look at fundraising for this 

scheme and has already applied to the Lammermuir CC. Grant money would 

be kept by the HT who would also oversee the scheme and decide on the 

distribution of funds. After consultation with the HT, SJ estimated that 

£40,000 (£20,000 from each CC) should allow children to be supported for 

approximately four years, although this is very difficult to predict. DM 

suggested applying also to Blackhill but SJ has not done this due to personal 

time constraints. WR obtained clarification from SJ that this would be a new 

scheme as no fund currently existed. EL asked how other schemes worked 

and PC said there was already a scheme in the Berwickshire High School. 

TK asked how the recipients would be chosen and what criteria would be 

used? SJ said unemployed families had access to other support systems that 

low income families did not. Disposable income might be a valid criterion. 

All CC members agreed the importance of school trips both from an 

educational and personal point of view. WR said that it was clear there 

needed to be discussions about how the scheme would work and what 

mechanisms would be needed to ensure transparency and accountability. SJ 

expresses willingness for himself and the HT to be part of these discussions. 

Cllr DM explained about a recent SBC initiative to amalgamate the many old 

charitable funds still unused, into two larger funds managed by education and 

social work. Families could apply for help from these in the meantime and SJ 

asked if Cllr DM could discuss this possibility with the HT. As the trip to 

Ben Mhor is coming up soon, WR also suggested families be helped to apply 

individually to the CC for this year. Alternatively, every child could be 

subsidised for this year’s trip. WR also suggested waiting until the proposals 

are firmed up before applying to Blackhill. When SJ had left the meeting, 

discussion continued. It was agreed that while this would be a very good use 

of windfarm money, any grant given to the school would need to be carefully 

ring fenced and allocated according to clear criteria. It may be possible to 

work through PACT rather than the CC direct. It was recognised that CC 

members had some concerns which needed further discussion and 

consultation with the HT, but all agreed in principle to the enterprise. PC will 

seek out more information to inform the CC. 
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3.  Approval of Minutes:  

Minutes approved. Proposed by VD and seconded by VK 

 

4. Matters Arising:  None, not being dealt with in the minutes.  

5. Police Liaison:  
PC has emailed all current information. There has been no introductory 

meeting with Lee Harper as yet. 

 

6. Sub groups:  

1. Resilient Communities: To be kept on the agenda – no subgroup formed 

as yet. 

2. Wind Farms: All up to date information has already been circulated via 

email. The funding agreement with Penmanshiel is ready to be signed but 

there has been no date set to do this. 

3. Community Consultation: The charity registration is in process and all 

but one of the new trustees have met. All three projects have begun on an 

informal basis. When meetings are formalised and minutes taken, it will be 

helpful if the CC can clarify how much detail they will require regarding 

progress. The CC website will set up a page for PACT as a way of keeping 

the community informed. WR suggested this item remain on the agenda at 

the CC, under the heading PACT. 

4. Website; DM reported a quote of £240 plus VAT as a one-of payment to 

set up the new PACT page. This page will carry minutes of meetings for each 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



project and application forms. An application will be made to Crystal Rig to 

fund this additional page and, as the cost is below £500, the request can be 

approved. 

 

 

7. Chairman’s Report:  

 SBC have requested a CC member to attend the Stakeholder meeting 

on the 15
th

 March. 

 There is a £1500 grant available for path maintenance which has only 

been used once two or three years ago. Cllr DM said the use of the 

grant is variable across CCs. PC explained that the CC needs to obtain 

a quote(s) and then submit this to SBC. If approved, the cost is 

reimbursed after the work is completed. 

 Insurance – an acknowledgement of the receipt has been sent.  

 

8. Treasurer’s report: The Number 1 a/c is £233.36 and the Number 2 a/c is 

£82,631.25. There is some outstanding income and expenditure i.e. 

Community Enterprise, History society. The village halls have been requested 

to bill from 1
st
 April to 31

st
 March to enable the council to claim back the rent 

within the allotted timescale. There was discussion about whether to continue 

with the free accountancy service, which sometimes completes accounts out 

with the desired timeframe, or pay for a service whose timeframe can be 

dictated by the CC. DM will ascertain the cost from the accountants. 
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9. Secretary’s report:  

Circulating information by email continues to be successful.  
 

 

10. Any Other Business: 

Power problems at Abbey St Bathans 

There have been three power cuts in the last three months, one for over 12 

hours, but Scottish Power is unsure why. There has been an increase in 

unreliability and EL said that this could elicit further applications for back-up 

generators. JWS queried the principle of paying for generators as opposed to 

landowners accepting responsibility for what happens on their land but WR 

pointed out that Abbey St Bathans was a special case, due to the change in 

water regulations rather than lack of maintenance and renewal. EL suggested 

windfarms should sponsor electricity and water. There was extended 

discussion about landowners’ rights and responsibilities regarding services 

and whether these should be written into the deeds of each house. PC will 

email Scottish Power, expressing concern at the number of power cuts in the 

area. 

Potholes 

Blackerstone continues to have serious problems with potholes and these have 

been reported. BL also highlighted the poor condition of the road at 

Cumledge Mill. An extra half million pounds has been allocated to deal with 

the ongoing problem of potholes and repairs are being prioritised, starting 

with ‘A’ roads.  

Poisoning 

A cat has been poisoned, possibly by anti-freeze, which is known to be 

dangerous, even in very small quantities. The public are asked to be aware.  

Blackhill 

Minutes and accounts are due but have not yet arrived. 

Defibrillator 

VD has applied for costs. 
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11. Funding Applications: 

Abbey St Bathans Water 

JD reiterated the information given by Charlotte Dobie at last month’s 

meeting. JD clarified that a part of the funding request was to reconfigure the 

present system rather than construct a new one and that Scottish water would 

 

 

 

 

 



not put in a supply.  There was a short discussion about the size of the pump 

and pipes required and it was noted that these would be relative to each other. 

Interested parties JD and VD left the meeting. 

There was much discussion about the feedback sent by Charlotte Dobie. The 

CC are aware that a second quote has been obtained but that Thompson’s 

remains the favoured contractor. DM remained very concerned about funding 

the generator unless there was a reliable automatic safety switching system 

which did not rely on human intervention. Charlotte Dobie has said she would 

discuss this with Hamish Goldie-Scott and respond back to the CC. The query 

regarding the wattage of the generator was explained by the amount of power 

needed to restart the pump as opposed to running it. JWS suggested the CC 

contributed 50% of the costs involved and DM agreed this might alleviate 

concerns that the CC are paying for something for which the landowners 

should be responsible. BL asked about other sources of funding available but 

none were known. DM said that funding the generator might encourage other 

landowners to make similar requests. All agreed that the pipeline 

reconfiguration was essential to the new system working and that this might 

be the better funding choice as it will benefit everyone in the community.  

 

Based on the points raised above, the decision was made not to fund the 

generator. The contribution from the CC will be to fund the reconfiguration of 

the pipework when the costs have been worked out.  

 

PC undertook the task of reporting back to Charlotte Dobie and explaining 

the reasons for the decision. 

Didgeridoo Concert 

PC to advise C Dobie to put an application in and it would be looked at on its 

merits. 
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12. Planning and Licensing Applications: None   

13. Date and Venue of Next meeting:  

March 24
th

 Abbey St Bathans Village Hall. 7.30. / May 26
th

 Preston Village 

Hall 7.30pm 

 

 

 

 


